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Abstract - The Model-View-Controller (MVC) is very useful for developing Interactive and Dynamic Web Applications. It has

become the most powerful and dominant Programming Paradigm for developing large scale and Dynamic Web Applications. With
MVC, developers can trust on design patterns that are widely accepted as solutions for recurring problems and used to develop
flexible, reusable and modular Software. Applying the MVC design pattern to Web Applications is therefore complicated by the fact
that current technologies encourage developers to partition the application as early as in the design phase. In this work we have
developed a web-based application using MVC framework using Java Web Architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Web Application
A Web Application is a distributed application that runs on more than one Computer and communicates through a
Network or a Server. Specifically, a Web Application is accessed with a Web Browser as a client and provides the facility to
update and manage a program without deploying and installing Application on client Computers. Web Applications are used for
Email, Online Retail Purchase/Sales, Online Banking, among others. The advantage of Web Application is that can be access and
used by millions of people at the same time [1].

1.2 MVC Architecture
MVC is a software design pattern built around the interconnection of three main component types: Model, View, and
Controller, often with a strong focus on object-oriented programming (OOP) software paradigms. MVC is a framework for
building web applications using an MVC Design. It is the most important architecture of development the software now a day.
This architecture automatically managed the code and help the programmer to develop the well-managed Web Applications.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The MVC software application architecture has been widely embraced as an approach for developing Web-based
systems that contain a server-side programming component, particularly for those requiring database access. MVC isolates the
business logic from the user interface, with the goal of creating applications that are easier to manage and maintain because
designers can modify the visual appearance of the application and programmers can modify the underlying business rules with
fewer harmful side effects. The bulk of the published literature on MVC Web applications describes the architecture and
underlying specification of these systems, but does not specifically address the effectiveness of the architecture. The purpose of
this research is to compare MVC to other widely-used Web development methods in terms of development time,
maintainability, and ability to support and enhance interaction among designers and programmers [2].
MVC Design Patter is the Architecture that presents several views for the same data. It separates the Data Layer and
the Expression Layer, and divides the Application objects into three classes: Model class, View class and Control class. Model
class implements the Business and Data Logic; View class implements the Display Logic, and Control class implements the
Control Processing. MVC holds the three logic types independency to build the Business and Data Logic oriented business and
design the control and display logic-oriented application. The changing of business processing does not modify the business
and data logic. The changing of business principles and algorithms only modifies Model class. So MVC separates the data
accessing and display and ensure the modules independency [3].
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The MVC architecture pattern divides an application layer into three components. The model contains the functions
and core data. View display information to the user. The controller handles user input and information. View and Controller
both composed the user interface. MVC follows the most common approach to Layering. Layering is a service that separates our
code into functions into different classes. This approach is easily recognized and the most widely accepted. The main advantage
of this approach is the reusability of the code [4].
MVC design pattern helps us to implement the separation of application among the Model, View and Controller classes
within applications. Separation of application makes it easy for us to test our application as relation among different
components of application. MVC help us to implement a test-driven application development approach, in which we implement
automated test phase before we write the code. These unit test phases help us pre-define and verify requirements of new code
before writing it [5].
MVC design pattern to develop and implement a dynamic E-business system or an Internet application. The enterprise
level application is developing quickly, and the E-commerce market is growing fast, more and more enterprise level projects
presents the development trend that they take the Web technology as the central technology. At the same time, the dependence
to the server end technology like the middleware is also increasing. So, the Information Technology department of the
Enterprise needs a feasible way to develop the application, and make the application be related with that middleware which
are flexible and can be transplanted [6].

3. PROPOSED FRAWORK
MVC Architecture is a modern Design Pattern of developing Application. It is separate the application into three main
Layers: Model, View and Controller. The Model contain the Business Logic Layer (BLL) that process the application data and
also stores or retrieves data to or from the database. The View (Presentation Layer) displays information to the user and the
Controller (Controlling Logic Layer) handles user interactions and input.

User

View

Controller

Model

Fig -1: MVC Architecture

3.1 MVC Architecture using JAVA
Developing Web Application in Java, The Models where developed using Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) and the Java
API(JPA), the View where developed using Java Server Page (JSP), The Controllers where developed using Java Servlets(.java).
The given figure shows the MVC design pattern using Java.
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Fig -2: MVC Architecture using JAVA

4. IMPLIMENTATION
In this architecture, user HTTP requests are routed through a Controller, which is implemented as a Servlet
(StudentServlet.java). The controller is responsible for processing the request, instantiating Model class (Student.java) if
needed, and selecting the response to be returned to the browser. If using JSP page (StudentPage.jsp) for the view, the JSP page
is able to retrieve data stored in the model's JavaBeans using the JSP Expression Language.

Fig -3: Snapshot 1
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Fig -4: Snapshot 2
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Fig -5: Snapshot 3
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Fig -6: Snapshot 4
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4.1 User Interface of the above application
CRUD Operation Using Java

Fig -7: Adding Information

Fig -8: View/ Edit/ Delete Information
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5. CONCLUSION
MVC is a software design pattern built around the interconnection of three main component types: Model, View, and
Controller, often with a strong focus on object-oriented programming (OOP) software paradigms. MVC is a framework for
building web applications using an MVC Design. The MVC is very useful for developing Interactive and Dynamic Web
Applications. It has become the most powerful and dominant Programming Paradigm for developing large scale and Dynamic
Web Applications. Here we have developed a web-based application using MVC framework using Java Web Architecture.
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